Early arrivals to Lancaster County were rewarded with a spectacular sunrise over the Amish Farms in the area.
Everyone enjoyed the long awaited Isaac Long Barn, above. All of this year’s tour stops were working farms and had multiple barns of interest such as this one (below).
The 2nd tour stop (above) also made a backdrop for our largest annual group photo (below).
The Amish farm (above) was filled with interesting details such as large arched doorways on each end of the barn.

In addition, a unique scissor truss (below upper left) was used to support the extra wide width of the barn. This farm also made a great place to take a break and have lunch thanks to the wonder hospitality of the Amish family. The three other images show case the unique post and beam work and pegged floors boards in a proud configuration from other barns on the tour.
The Amish farm (above) raised several crops, one of them being Gourds that the Amish family then made into bird houses.
The barn (above) had a wonderful stone and brick combination. The barn (below) was another barn from our lunchtime stop.
Both of these barns were found nearby the tour route.
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